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Roy Vickery, who wrote the piece in The
Bedside edition last December on the ferns
to be found in the Huguenot Burial Ground,
has got in touch with a disappointing
update - they are no longer there.
I was flattered to see my 2008 article
on ferns in the Huguenot Burial
Ground worthy of reprinting in
the 2020 issue. Now, however, the
article is mainly of historical interest,
most of the ferns were exterminated
as the result of recent work.
The bracken, scaly male-fern,
wall-rue and maidenhair spleenwort have all disappeared, and only
hart’s-tongue, of which there are
several healthy young plants at the
base of the boundary wall, remains.
Before work started I contacted the authorities
informing them of what I thought were interesting populations of ferns. Apparently this had
no influence, and although the monuments are
undoubtedly in a much better state, from the
botanical point of view they are completely
sterile. I frequently haunt cemeteries and ponder
how the correct balance can be maintained

no more

Ferns

between the historic monuments
and the site’s natural history; here I
feel something went very wrong.
However, ferns are resilient, their
spores drift around and germinate in suitable habitats. On one
of my longer lockdown walks I
noticed a good example of this at
the east end of the wall around the
Queen Elizabeth II Centre, opposite
Westminster Abbey. The Centre
was opened in 1986, now the wall
has six species of fern growing on it.
One of these has been identified by
John Edgington, the authority on London’s ferns,
as lanceolate spleenwort, and is, according to
him, the only extant population of this species
in London (the only other known population
being destroyed when the Kings Cross area was
redeveloped).
Roy Vickery

Environment and Biodiversity
Do you have any specialist knowledge of either of
these topics? If so we would like to hear from you.
The Wandsworth Society has long considered the
environment to be of great importance and has
used its best efforts to support the green spaces,
trees, rivers and other natural elements of our area.
As you may well be aware the council has declared
a Climate Emergency and will be convening
meetings with representatives of local bodies to
consider which appropriate steps for the future.
Future guidelines will include the performance of
buildings in respect of carbon capture, methods of
heating and other matters directly concerned with
the construction and use of newly constructed
structures.

The use and control of vehicles of all sorts has been
under scrutiny during the last few years with much
emphasis on the reduction of the use of fossil fuels
but the infrastructure for charging electric vehicles
is a massive undertaking. The borough has made
significant strides in providing on street charging
points, but the number required to make any
significant difference is enormous. Many households may well find it difficult to do without their
own transport, either out of necessity or convenience. It is unrealistic to expect the very elderly
to take to bicycles even to make relatively short
journeys; they are more likely to be a danger to
other road users than themselves.
Could you help in the Society’s efforts and
representation in various forums in the future?
Philip Whyte
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Greetings
The year’s at the spring
And day’s at the morn;
Morning’s at seven;
The hillside’s dew-pearled;
The lark’s on the wing;
The snail’s on the thorn:
God’s in His heaven—
All’s right with the world!

While the world is far from all right at present, and it is
ever puzzling that snails on thorns should be evidence of
anything, there are grounds for some incipient optimism;
and so, with spring springing and daffodils blooming, we
hope that things are well with you - and wish you well.
The Society came into being in 1971, which you will note
means that 2021 is our 50th anniversary. We hope to be
able to celebrate later in the year, when with luck and a
fair wind, some celebration will be possible, as and when
we have more details you will be the first to know.
We have had some entertaining and informative
meetings via Zoom these last few months, some reviews
of which in this newsletter. Also here are, a cri du coeur
on the plight of high streets, planning news, reflection
on transport issues, a valediction to a sister group, and curiosity about a seat.
The present limits that prevent our getting out and about
we hope will soon be lifted, if for no other reason than
that our meetings, in particular our long delayed AGM
and our celebrations, can be face to face affairs. There are
other, unquestionably better and no doubt more pleasurable, reasons to welcome a return to gadding about, but
nonetheless it will be good to see Society friends again.
And, since you ask - Robert Browning - Pippa Passes

Cover photograph
We came across the excellent photograph on the front
cover on a search for images of the RVPB.
It was taken by Kotomi Yamamura
from an album on the RVPB in her Flickr photostream.
https://www.flickr.com/photos/kotomi-jewelry/11170119546/in/photostream/
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THE HUGUENOTS IN WANDSWORTH
Sue Delafons wrote this piece in February 2020, different times. What with one thing and another …
publication was delayed. Happily, in present times, what was anticipated has been achieved; work to
restore the tombs has been completed. The burial ground is now open and awaits your visit.
Later this year display boards will be put up with a brief history of the site and the Huguenot
presence in Wandsworth; and the text will be provided where the inscriptions on the principal
tombs has become indecipherable.
❖
Mount Nod, a charming but neglected
Huguenot burial ground, is one of the
historical jewels of Wandsworth. The
Council has recently been awarded a
substantial grant for the restoration
of this magical little green isle, which
miraculously survives on the edge
of the Wandsworth gyratory system.
The subsequent blossoming of local
interest contributed to a packed house
and gallery, to hear Tim Kidd’s fascinating talk to the Wandsworth Society
in February. Tim is a guide with the
charity Huguenots of Spitalfields – the
area where many French refugees
settled from the 16th century. Numbers
swelled with Louis XIV’s Revocation
of the Edict of Nantes in 1685, when
Protestants became the victims of
persecution and tens of thousands
dispersed across Europe. ‘Thus France
much enriched her enemies’, Voltaire
dryly commented, and London
certainly benefited.
Huguenots originally settled around the East
End docks (as did successive waves of immigrants), and near the court at Westminster and
Greenwich. But exploring up the river, they
found an ideal situation for their silk weaving
and felt-pressing industries. The fast-flowing
Wandle’s steep incline from the North Downs
helped to generate water power, and the
alkaline water was well suited to setting dye:
replicating conditions back in France. After
an ill-conceived attempt to establish orchards
on the site of today’s Buckingham Palace –
4
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sadly planted with ‘the wrong kind of mulberry
tree’ – Wandsworth provided a more congenial environment for what became a thriving
industrial centre. In his talk, Tim conjured
up a wonderful vision of the river changing
colour according to the dye of the day, and a
multiplicity of feuding mills up and down the
Wandle – very different from today’s peaceful
green stroll and trout sanctuary.
Red was prominent amongst the river’s
colours. The Huguenots held contracts for the

‘redcoats’ of the British army and, ironically,
the red felt hats worn by Europe’s cardinals –
the leaders of the very churches which were
persecuting those left behind. A further ironic
association is the canon outside Wandsworth
Town Hall; another local trade, remembered
in nearby ‘Iron Mill Road’. Huguenot metalworkers helped to forge arms for the Victory,
fighting the French during the Napoleonic
wars, when their Protestant religion proved
more important than nationality.
Huguenots were soon represented in much
wider English professions and social strata.
John Houblon (from the French ’brewer’ –
another water-based activity not unknown
to Wandsworth), was the first governor of
the Bank of England, and subsequently
Mayor of London. Other famous Huguenot
names include Olivier, de Maurier, Casenove,
Bazelguette, de Billiere, Courage, Dolland,
Courtauld… Many more have been anglicised:
‘Garrigue’ into ‘Garrick’, ‘Blanc’ into ‘White’.
Originally, this might have been to facilitate
integration, but nowadays as Tim points out,
people are keener to trade on the Huguenot
name or ancestry. However, ‘…it is not enough,’
he advises politely ‘to have a taste for French
wine…’
Tim took us on an illustrated virtual tour
of Wandsworth’s Huguenot connections.
Mount Nod’s address is still, pleasingly,
‘Huguenot Place’, with a deluge of French
names in the environs: Barchard Street,
Nantes Close, Lourraine Road, Ferrier Street,
Rochelle Close, Osiers Road … and a more
sombre Bartholmew Close, resonant of the
St Bartholemew’s Day Massacre of 1572
which heralded mass Protestant emigration. Opposite Mount Nod, the eponymous
‘Huguenot Rendez-vous’ café (latterly run
by a Cypriot), has sadly now translated into
‘Presse’. More recently ‘Huguenot Mansions’
has appeared nearby, sited perhaps tellingly
next to an estate agent.

France is well represented on the Borough
coat of arms, where the blue droplets on
gold chequers represent ‘the tears of the
Huguenots’ - whether of regret or joy being
debatable. But the skilled and often well-connected Huguenots generally found a favourable reception from the English monarchs
and the population – to the credit of both
incomers and residents. This is reflected in the
touching inscription on the public monument
at Mount Nod
HUGUENOT BURIAL GROUND
MOUNT NOD
HERE REST MANY HUGUENOTS
WHO ON THE REVOCATION
OF THE EDICT OF NANTES
IN 1685 LEFT THEIR NATIVE
LAND FOR CONSCIENCE’ SAKE
AND FOUND IN WANDSWORTH
FREEDOM TO WORSHIP GOD
AFTER THEIR OWN MANNER.
THEY ESTABLISHED IMPORTANT
INDUSTRIES AND ADDED TO THE
CREDIT AND PROSPERITY OF
THE TOWN OF THEIR ADOPTION.
The Huguenot monument and graveyard
remain visible beyond the iron railings and
closed gates, even in lockdown. We look
forward to a not-too-distant opening of the
restored Mount Nod, and Tim Kidd leading a
Wandsworth Society walk to see it and nearby
Huguenot traces. The wonderful website and
London tours at
www.huguenotsofspitalfields.org
and the new Huguenot Museum in Rochester
are also well worth visiting, when circumstances allow. Our sincere thanks are due
to Tim Kidd, our speaker, and to Charlie de
Wet, the Chair and Founder of Huguenots of
Spitalfields.
Sue Delafons

Wandsworth Civic Centre also commemorates local Huguenots, in the splendid carved
figures in 17th century dress across the front
of the building. Even more significantly,
Spring 2021 Newsletter
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The Magic of

It seems a long time ago now
when we were eagerly anticipating spending Christmas
with friends or families, or
enjoying the delights of
another Wandsworth Society
Christmas party.

Pantomime

and from this it became
considered unlucky to clap
onstage orforthe lead actorto
saythe last word in rehearsal
for the pantomime. It was a
wonderful and entertaining
evening and I am sure that
when we are allowed to go
to the pantomime we will
remember the amazing story
of its magic that lan introduced us to.

But, alas, it was not to
be. However, those who
managed to get to their
sofas on the evening of 19
December were able to enjoy
a fantastic evening’s entertainment, a presentation by
lan Gledhill - The Magic of
Pantomime, brought to us by
the Magic of Zoom.
Panto/mime was brought to
England from Italy in the 18th
century by the Commedia
dell’ Arte, as a short mime
which was originally put on
at the end of a performance
to cheer people. lt was known
as the Harlequinade, after the
leading character, Harlequin.
However the first full length
panto was Robinson Crusoe
in 1781 followed by Aladdin
in 1788 and then Cinderella.
All of these were also followed
by the short Harlequinade.
Cinderella, the most popular
pantomime came originally
from China over 1000 years
ago (850 AD) and had a magic
fish as the fairy godmother
and an Emperor who found
the slipper. M. Perrault had
a French version in 1697
in which the sisters were
beautiful and the slipper
left a trail of blood!The fact
that we know it as a glass
6
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Please forgive any errors and
omissions I have made. There
was so much to remember!
slipper is probably due to
it being vair (meaning fur
in French) being misheard
as verre (glass in French).
The brothers Grimm’s later
version had wicked sisters
who were also beautiful,
but wicked, and the slipper
left a trail of blood ! Aladdin
is an Arabic name from The
Arabian Nights in the 15th
century and was performed
in 1861 at the Strand theatre
with the addition of Widow
Twankey. Dick Whittington
however was never poor and
is history and not a fairy tale
as most of the others are. He
was the 2nd son of Sir William
Whittington and was 4 times
Lord Mayor of London. There
is no mention of his cat in
the original story. Slapstick
comes from the use of a
sword in the Harlequinade,

Gill Gray

John Rich as Harlequin, c1720 and a playbill of an English circus and pantomime performance, 1803

Take a seat
A few weeks ago a soon-to-be member asked us if we knew
the history of this seat, which is in the formal garden in King
George’s Park at the end of Mapleton Road
Checking what it is has been on the list of things to do ever
since. We’ve no idea whether it’s cast artificial stone circa
fairly recent, or an incredibly valuable artefact, carved from
a single block of limestone, discovered during the excavation
of a royal tomb in the deserts of Arabia, then presented to the
city fathers of Wandsworth by an anonymous benefactor …
Suspect the former, but … answers on a postcard or by email newsletter@wandsworthsociety.org

A rubbish tour and rubbish information
except of course it was nothing of the sort, our trip to the tip
was an excellent afternoon out, and many of us learnt a lot
Jon Long the Education Officer for the Western Riverside Waste Authority lead a large group
of members on a virtual tour of the recycling centre in Smugglers Way on the afternoon of
Thursday 28 January.
And a fascinating and interesting tour it was. Jon is an engaging and informative guide, and
after the presentation he answered our questions, offered advice on how best to recycle, and
reminded us that good though it is to recycle - it’s the last thing we should be doing, remember
the mantra

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle

After our visit Jon provided these links to further information

Opening times for our Waste and Recycling Centre, with a link to an A to Z of materials they
accept. It’s also worth checking here for latest COVID Safety regulations before visiting.
https://wrwa.gov.uk/centre-opening-times/
More info on the wonderful Rework centre who operate on site.
https://www.groundwork.org.uk/projects/rework/
A graphic which shows the destinations your recycling is sent to.
https://wrwa.gov.uk/news/where-does-my-recycling-go/
A video very similar to the one I showed you.
https://wrwa.gov.uk/schools-adult-groups/wealth-hidden-in-waste/
Run by WRAP, this site is great for discovering where you can recycle specific items in your local
area.
https://www.recyclenow.com/
Spring 2021 Newsletter
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Some thoughts on roads and
transport in 2021

T

hree decades ago our Society was embroiled
in combatting plans to dual and tunnel
the South Circular locally. We met the then
London Minister, Peter Bottomley, and had a testy
meeting with him asking for the withdrawl of
the plans. They were withdrawn later. Earlier, at a
Society meeting he had attended in ’86, we had
explained to him our detailed plans for improving
Wandsworth Town’s traffic, with a series of maps.
Thirty years or so later a near identical set was
produced by TfL and there they remain today, unrealised proposals. Such is life, except that life cannot
have improved for the residents who continue to
live on the heavily trafficked gyratory system, and
this despite our best endeavours.

Transport is a broad brief, it is about the movement
and circulation of the city’s population and goods
by motor vehicles, buses, tubes, trains, and by air; at
a more prosaic level, but equally important, by foot
– pedestrians, bicycles, scooters! Is river transport of
growing significance, or could it be? All the above,
bar air and river traffic, are wholly reliant on roads
and pavements, many of which reflect London’s
historic road patterns. What is the impetus for any
changes? Should they concern us?
What are the transport issues for London and, especially our borough today? Where is the dialogue
about the rapid changes which are coming to bear
on us all? Should not societies like ours be taking
stock and considering the future of London’s transport? As an amenity society, transport and roads
are significant issues for us to address.
Issues include, for example • schemes such as Low Traffic neighbourhoods,
school street interventions, the ULEZ charging
scheme, which have been introduced as a
reaction to strong public opinion about pollution and safety
• the weight of vehicular road traffic
• increased obstructions to movement of road
traffic – eg. multiple lights and sequencing, the
redesign of carriageways, dedicated cycle lanes
8
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•

•

and bus refuges
currently, the year-long pandemic drastically
reducing use of public transport modes of
travel and working practices, with possible
changes in the long run to the balance of these
to a major swing towards clean powered
vehicles – by electricity or hydrogen, both
means of propulsion being heavily invested
in by industry and requiring supporting infrastructure on a large scale.

Some of the above issues are already being
addressed; some also weigh heavily as problems to
be faced and tackled. These include • the reduction in private vehicle use and a move
to promote car club or use of public transport
• the start of moves to restrict vehicle ownership to reduce congestion – eg. Wandsworth
Council severely restricts parking for residents
of new housing developments
• new, expensive, infrastructure for electric
charging
• major loss of annual income to TfL and train
companies of ticket revenue amounting to
£billions, requiring very heavy subsidy - for how
long and at what level?
• the introduction of both congestion, and soon
on a wider field, ULEZ charging of vehicles
across central London.
How are the above issues and more, to bear on
Wandsworth and its residents’ use of transport,
and their impact on our environment? Perhaps,
we should start discussing these issues, and meet
with other interested and knowledgeable parties:
councillors – local and at GLA level; perhaps even
with our Tooting London Mayor!
We shall be inviting Society members to join in our
discussions. A programme of future meetings, real
or virtual, will be announced in due course. Please
contact me if you have an interest in transport
issues.
John Dawson

New trees for the common
It was a council proposal to make part of West
Side one way which galvanised local residents into setting up the West Side Residents’
Association. The council’s objective was
designed to discourage rat-running, but it was
strongly felt that not enough consideration
had been given to other options.
Following a meeting in the Alvering Library in
1994, the WSRA was formed and recognised as
a residents’ association by the council. It meant
that the residents of nine streets in the West
Side area automatically became members and
were given a corporate voice on local matters.
It also meant that we were notified in advance
of council proposals; and that, in turn, the
council would listen to our concerns
Over the years, matters such as parking – no
restrictions in those early years – aircraft noise,
fairs and circuses on the common, and building
developments were discussed and our views
put forward.
And, on the lighter side, street parties and
other happy gatherings were organised.
Because membership of the Association was
automatic, there was no membership subscription as such, but the hat went round at open
meetings and street parties, and this in turn
meant that we had our own bank account.
As time went by, and life became ever busier,
we found it difficult – as with many other small

associations – to find people willing to fill
the necessary offices which our constitution
demanded, and it was clear that the WSRA had
run its course.
A group of former officers got together to
discuss what we should do with the money in
our bank account – a significant sum of some
£800. It didn’t take long to find a worthwhile
project that would benefit the area and the
residents in general: planting some new trees
on “our” part of the common. As this is the
common’s 150th anniversary, we found that a
fund had already been set up to celebrate this,
and the Friends of Wandsworth Common and
Enable (who administer it) were delighted with
this generous addition to its funds.
On December 9th a small group of (socially
distanced) friends and neighbours gathered
for the ceremonial planting of five young trees:
three sessile oaks (the first on the common)
and two wild cherries. They can be found
at the Trinity Road end of the tarmac path
leading from West Side to the Trinity Road
subway. As we helped to plant the trees we
remembered our late friend and former treasurer, Ian Wirgman, who gave so much of his
time and energy to the WSRA. May these trees
be a memorial to him and have a long and
healthy life
Prue Raper
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The Wandle Valley Regional Park is a vibrant network
40 green spaces, and 12 nature reserves, linked by th
Wandle, covering 900 hectares. The Wandle Valley h
history, deriving from its industrial heritage, unique n
environmental and wildlife attributes.

e itself is a tributary of the Thames to the
ndon, consisting of 15 miles of rich chalk stream
condition, which in its industrial heyday, was the
river in London’, with over 90 mills along it’s
ut time. The river rises in two sources Waddon

The Wandle Trail and the

The Wandle Valley
Regional Park

River and Trail

It is possible to walk alongside the
Wandle for a considerable part of
the way from its source in Carshalton
to the Thames. However, in our
patch there is a significant gap in
this riverside path, between Trewint
Street and King George’s Park. One
of the long-term ambitions of all
those interested in the Wandle Trail
has been to have this gap closed up.
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Death of the high
street
a comment by Bruce St Julian-Bown

The development to the northwest is to be
called Earlsfield Riverside is mixed use with
129 flats and 1000 sq m of office accommodation. To the southwest is Garratt Mills a development of 292 ‘units’ of co-living accommodation, essentially small flats with communal
kitchens and social facilities, gym, cinema,
library.
The bridge between these two sites is a pinch
point, with no room either side of the river for
a path. At this point the path will become a
walkway over the river, supported in a way yet
to be decided!
A proposed new development, to the south
of Earlsfield Riverside development could also
provide the opportunity to link the Durnsford
Road Recreation Ground to the Wandle Trail.
This would link more communities to the
Wandle Trail, especially the Wimbledon Park
neighbourhoods.

YOU

YOUR HIGH STREET NEEDS

If you go down to a high street today, you’re in for
a big surprise, for half the shops that ever there
were have closed their doors forever because,
today’s the day that Amazon, Covid, Brexit,
Business Rates, not--bothered Shoppers, are
happy to see the demise of a traditional aspect of
our communal way of life.
Sad story. But if you walk through any of our local
high streets and shopping centres approx. 20%
(% varies widely) of shops are shuttered, another,
say 15% have become charity shops and 5% nail
parlours. Is it going to get better? Possibly not in
the short term, and maybe never – it depends
on all of us, government, local councils, entrepreneurs and not least, you and me.

Early threats

Earlsfield Riverside - looking south with the Wandle Trail
disappearing behind the building to the left on its way
under the railway bridge
Image from the Earlsfield Riverside brochure

The original nail in the high street coffin was the
growth of out of town shopping parks like Purley
Way, ideal for those who needed large floor areas.
More recently Westfield at Shepherds Bush and
Stratford have survived the roller coaster relatively
well. And London Overground makes them more
accessible which reminds me of a comment from
a long serving WBC cabinet member at a regenerSpring 2021 Newsletter
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We have permeability. The Council has got some things right. The much vaunted ‘permeability’ of the high
street to connect and access various adjacent town centre assets works well in this view opposite Southside.
ation meeting “well we don’t want to make it too
easy for people to get out of Wandsworth!”

Online – the game changer

Amazon, until recently run by the retail megalomaniac and chief piranha, Jeff Bezos, has
syphoned off 36% of UK’s 2020 retail sales
(Source: Statista). His aim it seems, is to be the
galaxy’s sole retailer, (galaxy? well like several
other wannabe trillionaires, he’s into space travel).
He does offer convenience and lower prices –
except they are often NOT the lowest prices.
Initially a book seller, he kept expanding until
buying stuff online became fashionable, and
to be fair, helpful for some, so it became an
engrained consumer reflex for many, consolidated by lockdowns. Amazon, is now into food
retailing, entertainment and maybe financial
services. They employ many young people but
only a fraction of those they displaced on the
high street. So, to help achieve his ambitions
our government and a few others have kept the
hugely unfair and ever spiralling, Business Rates
in place for proper shops whilst Amazon pays
peanut taxes for its warehouses – each as big as,
well, our town centre, and looking like scabs on
the countryside.
12
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But its not all Jeff’s fault. To stay alive individual
retail groups have had to follow suite and moved
business online so further exacerbating the starvation of the high street. They had little choice
and for many it has helped them survive. It didn’t
work for Sir Philip Green, his employees or their
pension funds. Few tears mark his demise, but
the sale of the family yacht fleet could cover a few
high street regeneration schemes.

Corralled by covid and Brexit

Moving on to covid, what more can one say ?–
Tier 4 regs, lockdowns and fear corralling being
almost a whole set of coffin lid nails especially
with few landlords offering deferred rent it
almost nails the lid shut. But vaccination will get
us through the crisis - let’s hope retail’s sleeve is
rolled up ready .
Meanwhile at Dover, Brexit is corralling our
juggernauts? That’s not helping either with
delivery delays between producers and retailers –
the last nail? The paperwork blizzard has beaten
the finest minds in British haulage, so fans of
cheddar in Chambery and chaumes in Chichester,
may have to wait awhile. Some delis and speciality shops may have problems, but it’s not the
biggest threat on the table.

Saturation may play a part

If you consider. say Northcote Road, where I lived
40 years ago, there were about five restaurants
and pubs, today there are 34. There must be a
saturation point that kills off vulnerable outlets
when the market dips. But entrepreneurs, restauranteurs and pub owners are creative and likely to
have survived by selling takeaways. Other outlets
may also suffer saturation but the corollary is the
survivors become stronger. But that still leaves
the rest of retail in dire straits and some of that is
down to us.

‘Fighting’ back (Please do not storm
the town hall)!

HMG’s long awaited Business Rates Review,
interim edition, is due March 23 and the full
monty in the autumn – they’ll assess economic
wind direction post covid. So will the chancellor
finally agree to levelling the playing field so online
merchants pay a sales tax to compensate for retail
business rates? PLEASE ADDRESS URGENTLY!
LAs could be more responsive if they prioritised
vision rather than only adding housing units and
generating Council Tax. Could cash strapped LAs
ask for a share of the proceeds from the scandalous practice ‘repatriating’ UK profit to their HQ
country for use of their own brand name. In 2020,
Amazon paid only 2% tax £290m on £14 billion
UK sales (Source BBC) that’s £3billion HMRC is
losing out on! They’d pounce on a corner shop
if it was £30 under par. Yet HMG is coy about
standing up to google, Facebook, Amazon, Apple.
But pressure is mounting so they may get tougher
– pity it takes years!

Local Plans are for making things better?

Yes, these are exceptionally difficult times but
unless retail is nurtured by those who can, part of
our way of life will become history. All LAs should
understand that proper functional shopping
centres are the heart of community and social
interaction – our way of life. Letting prime showrooms go for fairground rides (at Southside), or
new on-high street housing will make it wither
faster. The Local Plan clearly acknowledges this.
But is it just PR mood music to mask the inability
to envision and build what’s needed? This is
not helped by new planning regs like the new
free-for-all planning legislation and guidelines

which include a scary change of use, free-for-all.
Councils tell us they have little regard for guidelines as they are well… only guidelines. But if they
are consistently ignored isn’t that breaking the
spirit of regulation and the covenant between
councils and their constituents.
Now that some councils are toe-in-water
investing in property schemes to help the
housing shortage and make high streets attractive destinations, WBC could go further and
increase its options list with creative thinking
beyond allowing developers to twist their arm for
another four floors. With confidence in ‘consultation’ near zero perhaps a new ‘non-nodding’
housing minister might lend some gravitas and
direction to exploring all possible solutions to this
dire situation.

Our town centres – let’s use them or lose them
But to be fair Wandsworth’s high street has been
pleasantly opened up with enhanced permeability to receive new proprietors for the Ram
Quarter’s empty units with its brewing museum,
riverbank and piazzas ready to welcome serious
shoppers from Southside with a collection of
cafes, restaurants and bars - maybe next year?
Meanwhile let’s support the only cafe that’s
opened there so far.

If we want to go shopping properly, old style
– feel the quality, see the colours, stroke the
texture, try it on, smell the aroma, test the ergonomics, feel confident about it and buy it, we may
have to CAMPAIGN to save the tradition if Town
Hall is not going to set an example. How about
“Your high street, Use it or Lose it” as the battle
cry for town centre revival. So don’t go down the
Amazon, go down the high street.
Bruce St Julian-Bown
If you would like to share your views about the
demise of the high street please get in touch

newsletter@wandsworthsociety.org
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Planning News
Spring 2021

Well it’s spring again (nearly!) What a
confused year this last has been for us all.
Regardless, the planning group has continued
to consider applications received by the
Council and matters relating to planning from
other directions. It has amazed the writer
how systems seem to have adapted to the
changed circumstances so quickly and seemingly so well. The Council after a short pause
has continued with Planning Applications
Committee meetings on a regular basis by
electronic means, with many of the planning
officers working remotely, we understand.
The most important matter which has arisen
during the last twelve months was the release
of the Planning White Paper by central
government early last summer which is
intended to significantly overhaul the existing
system by “simplifying” the apparent time
consuming and belaboured process which
has evolved since 1947 with the first of the
Town and Country Planning Acts.
The desired intent is to create three zones
into which all land uses are supposed to
fall. These zones are designated “Growth,
Renewal, and Protected”. How anyone, let
alone supposed intelligent and well-educated
civil servants could have come up with such a
cack-handed model is unbelievable! There is
no doubt that the present system may need
some revision but in a country that has such a
diverse range of social and economic circumstances, is it truly expected that “one size will
fit all !!!”
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In addition to the change outlined above,
the most significant change proposed is to
wrest from local control the scrutiny afforded
through the existing system. Once designated
a zone would permit changes of use which
may not be appropriate but will not be able
to be resisted by the Local Planning Authority
(yes, they are still expected to exist!).
A third string to the proposed new system is
to digitise all information. I understand that
to embrace new technology is vital but this
will restrict the ability to properly embrace
and scrutinise applications and the extensive
supporting evidence which is required for
many large applications.
Let us see what the outcome of the consultations, which are currently being processed,
result in before moving to the next round.
It is unlikely that this will happen quickly
but I believe that the proposals were driven
more by the need to accelerate the processes
while the housing market demanded quicker
results for both political and market purposes
than a real desire to improve the system.
You will gather that I have a bit of a bee in my
bonnet about the proposals!!

On other matters

The next concern is the Review of the Local
Plan due to end the consultation period at
the end of this month (February). We are in
the process of gathering our response which
I hope will make some constructive suggestions but with the full draft report running to
over 600 pages it is no mean task.
During the year the council has received
a somewhat reduced level of applications
which is to be expected. We have submitted
our comments and mainly objections to
schemes which have been brought to our
attention. We do rely on members to alert us
if an application requires scrutiny; although
we receive weekly lists from the planning
office it does not highlight applications in
the area with which the Society is particularly
concerned.

Applications that were decided
either at committee or on appeal
include: Jaggard Way which the
Inspectorate confirmed the PAC’s
decision not to permit a mixed
use scheme of residential and
workspace. The principal reason
being the effect on adjoining
properties of the loss of daylight
and sunlight.
Another case refused by the PAC
was Hazel Court, Haydon Way
which is situated just off St John’s
Riverside : Haldane Place, the Wandle to the left, Garratt Lane to the right
Hill behind the St John’s Therapy
Centre. This application was for a co-living
lining on Saturday mornings! The report for the
building with approximately 160 rooms. The
scheme noted that the proposals are currently
height and massing were of concern as a
unviable but nevertheless were approved.
previous application for the same site had
been refused. The applicant has now appealed
It has been reported in press releases that
the PAC decision. A matter of concern is the
the former gas holder site on Armoury Way
type accommodation, known as co-living,
including Hunts Trucks has been included in a
which amounts to a series of smallish flatlets
joint venture between Southern Gas Networks
with communal cooking and laundry facilities.
and Mitheridge Capital Management. A
I understand that they would be let on a very
mixed-use scheme is proposed, we will have to
short term basis to the occupiers, thus a tranwait and see what is suggested.
sient user base would be inevitable. As there is
no university or other significant similar type of Which brings me onto the final bit of
user close by, this use will need to be carefully
“homework” which the group will have to
controlled by the planning authority.
complete by the end of March! That of the
Wandsworth Delta Consultation. This was
Springfield University Hospital continues to
launched earlier this month and is the next
evolve with contractors on site almost without
part of the process for the proposed use of
break during the periods of disruption during
various sites in the Delta area. Many of the
the last twelve months. The clinical facilities are sites identified have either been developed, or
nearing the full height of four floors and good
already have planning permission for developprogress is being made with the refurbishment, the remaining sites are proposed to be a
ment of the listed main building to residential
mix of residential and workspace.
apartments. Ground works for the new build
to the rear of the clinical buildings are starting.
Lastly a plea, if any members of the Society
Ground works to the new park have continued
would like to become involved with the
but are hampered a bit by bad weather condiPlanning Group, then could they please let
tions. The Society hopes to arrange a talk
me know as we expect to have regular online
during the next six months with personnel
meetings again soon before we can recomfrom the construction team.
mence our face to face monthly meetings.
Philip Whyte
One of my old favourites, Haldane Place/
Riverside Business Centre was approved
in December. This will provide significant new
residential and business space replacing principally old industrial space. No more trampoSpring 2021 Newsletter
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The Royal Victoria Patriotic Building
Myths, truths,

and that ghost?

A fair few members gathered round their
phones, tablets and what have you on the
evening of Tuesday 11 February. Those that
gathered were splendidly entertained by
Mark Justin, le patron of Le Gothique, who
regaled us with the tales behind some of the
myths that accompany the Royal Victoria
Patriotic Building, the truths that confound
them, and its fascinating history.
And as Mark told us there are many myths.
The first, perhaps more misunderstanding
than myth, arises from the plaque by the
main entrance, which declares the building
to be The Royal Victoria Patriotic Asylum;
leading some to believe that the building
had been a ‘lunatic asylum”, which of course
it was not. It was built as an orphanage for
girls whose fathers had been killed in the
Crimean War.

Another is that Paul Tutton bought the
derelict building in 1980 for £1, except that
it’s more than likely that the £1 was not
actually handed over. The building was a
gift, but a gift burdened with the liability to
restore what was more or less a ruin. This,
Mark told us, he did with little or no building
experience, one flat at a time.
And is there a ghost? There is of course no
ghost, if for no other reason that there are no
ghosts. But - there are strangely chilly spots
in the building, and one of the orphaned girls
did die in tragic circumstances … so perhaps?
Many thanks to Mark for providing us with a
very entertaining evening . We look forward
to being able dine again at Le Gothique,
indded we look forward to getting out
anywhere … .

Our next virtual meeting
8 April at 7.30 pm Note time
Brewing in
Wandsworth

John Hatch is known to many of us as the man
who has maintained the brewing tradition
at the Ram Brewery since Youngs departure.
He will talk about that as well as some of
the history of the site and a bit about what
has been happening there over recent years
(including, he says, some ‘shenanigans’!)
Joining details on our next flyer

And our AGM Thursday 13 May
Details to be confirmed

